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We give a characterization, in terms of a restriction of semi-simple sets, of the class of subsets of Nx 
definable in an extension of first-order logic obtained by adjoining quantifiers which count modulo 
an integer. It IS shown that this class strictly contains the class of recognizable subsets of N” and is 
strictly contained in the class of rational subsets of I%“. We also characterize the subsets of N’ which 
are definable in the usual first-order logic and in the first-order logic which uses only the special 
modular quantifiers. A characterization of the subsets of NL definable in the first-order theory of the 
successor function and the = predicate is also gwen. Links with the parallel complexity class ACC” 
are discussed. 
Introduction 
Logical formulas which desciibe relations on the nonnegative integers have been 
studied extensively. Such formulas, if they have k free variables, define subsets of Nk in 
a natural way. In [6] Ginsburg and Spanier showed that formulas (with k free 
variables) in the language of Presburger arithmetic define exactly the class of rational 
subsets of Nk. 
Logical formulas were also used to characterize the rational subsets of the free 
monoid A*. It was Biichi [3] who showed that the rational languages are those which 
can be defined in the weak monadic second-order theory of symbolic logic. 
McNaughton and Schtitzenberger later refined this work by showing that the restric- 
tion to first-order sentences defines the subclass of rational languages which can be 
obtained without using the “star” operation (published in [14], see also [I 11). 
Straubing et al. [19], in turn, studied the languages definable in an extension of 
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first-order logic. Formulas in this theory arc built LIP from variables I, J‘. 1. . unarb 
letter predicates Q,, for rr~.rl. a binary ordering predicate < by using the usual logical 
connectives 1. A. v. the quantitier 3 and special “modular” quantifiers 3:; for q 3 I. 
0 ~17 <q. A word H over the alphabet .3 is said to satisfy ;I sentcncc (/) if u’, is true when 
we interpret the variables as positions in 11’. The predicate .I <j’ is interpreted as “.Y is 
to the left of J“’ and Q<,(s) as --the letter in position .X of 11‘ is an 0”. The formula 3.~+( .\-I 
is true if there is a position i such that (i,(i) is ~TLIC, and ~C’.Y(/,(.Y) is true ifthe number of 
positions i such that q’)(i) is true is congruent to /I module q, Straubing et al. [ 191 
sho\ved that the languages defined by sentences in this theory. which we might 
naturally call ,fi~s/-or~/~~ r orl~rltrr. lo~gic~. arc exactly those which are recognized bq 
solvable monoids. 
First-order modular logic was also used in the study of the parallel complexity class 
ACC”. This class consists of polynomial-size Boolean circuits of’ unbounded fan-in 
and constant depth. \vith .3:VD. OR and :\lODf,‘gates l’or q 3 I. 0 G p<q. and special 
input gates of the form X, =(I for (IE.-~. Barrington ct al. [I] have shown that the 
languages accepted by AK” circuits are exactly those w,hich are detinable by 
formulas in the theory of first-order modular logic in which the predicate < is 
replaced by the set of all numerical prcdicatcs dctining arbitrary subsets of Nh for 
arbitrary I, (see also the logical characterizations of AC” by Immerman [9] and 
Gurevich and Lewis [7] ). Furthermore. there is an exact correspondence between the 
depth and the nature of the gates at each level in the circuit. and the quantifier 
complexity of’ the formula defining the language accepted by the circuit. 
It was con.jectured by Barrington and ThPrien in [2] that ;I language accepted by an 
ACC” circuit is rational if?’ it is rccogni/_ed by ;I solvable monoid. We are thus 
interested in studying classes of numerical predicates bvhich allow us to dcfinc only 
rational languages. A first-order modular formula with 1, free \ariablcs and without 
any Qs predicates defines ;I subset of n ’ in an ob\ ious wab. So. numerical predicates 
definable b> first-order modular formul:~s form one such clans. It i:, shown in [ 16, 171 
that this class of’ numerical predicates is the unique maximal class with the above 
property. 
In this paper WC introduce ;i class of subsets of Nh which we call semi-base-simple 
sets. It is shown in Section 3 that first-order modular formulas without any Q(, 
predicates define exactly the class of semi-base-simple subsets of k ‘. In this section WC 
also give a characterization of’ the subsets of’ I\\,“ which arc definable by first-order 
formulas and by modular formulas, both of’ lvhich arc ;I rcxtriction of the semi-base- 
simple sets. Section 2 gives ;t thcorcm of’ quantifier elimination for the theory of 
first-order modular logic as intcrprctcd to define subsets or kl’. In Section 4 we use the 
results of the previous sections to dcd~~cc a few properties or semi-base-simple subsets 
of FVh; namely. that they form a Boolean algebra and that they strictly contain the 
class of recognizable subsets of N ’ and arc strictly contained in the class of rational 
subsets of N“. In Section 5 we give ;I chnructcri/ation of the subsets of N” which are 
defined in the first-order theory of the successor function and the predicate =. This 
characterization is also as ;i restriction of semi-base-simple sets. Finally. in the 
concluding section we give a single conjecture on logical formulas whose proof would 
solve most open questions about the parallel complexity class ACC’. 
1. Preliminaries 
A rnor~oitl M is a set equipped with an associative binary operation (or product) and 
an identity element. denoted as I,W. Given a finite alphabet A, the set A * of all 
finite-length words over A is a monoid (called the,/& monoid) with catenation as 
product and empty word as identity element. The set FV k is also a monoid (called the 
,firr uwmututire monoid) with componentwise addition as operation and 0 vector as 
identity element. 
The class of r~~ti~rr~l .suh.srt.s of a monoid M, denoted by Rat(M). is the least class of 
subsets of M containing the finite subsets of M and closed under finite union, product 
and star. Recall that the star of a subset X of M, denoted by X *, is the submonoid of 
M generated by X. 
In commutative monoids we usually use an additive notation. Thus, in Nk the 
product is denoted by + ~ and X * is denoted by X0. 
Rational subsets of kJh have a very nice characterization. A set X = u+ V@, with 
UE~W’ and I’ikJ’, is called sirr~ple if the elements of V are linearly independent (i.e. 
1’” is a free commutative monoid, which is equivalent to saying that V@ is iso- 
morphic to N cJrd”“). A finite disjoint union of simple sets is said to be semi-simple. 
It is easy to see that semi-simple sets are rational: the (more difficult to prove) 
converse is also true. 
Theorem 1.1 (Eilenberg and Schuzenberger [5]). In kJk every rational set is semi- 
simple. 
Given two monoids M and N, a morphism C/I: M+N is a map such that 
(m,rllz)cb=(nl,d))(ni,~) for every tnr, nr,~M, and lu4= IN (we write rn$ instead of 
4( ~1)). The monoid iz/I is said to tliklr the monoid N if there is a submonoid N’ of 
N and a surjective morphism 4: N’+M. 
A subset S L M is said to be recoyni-_abl~ if there is a morphism 4 : M-+ N, where 
N is a finite monoid. and a subset R G N such that S = R4 ‘. The class of recognizable 
subsets of M is denoted by Ret(M). 
A subset of the free monoid A* is called a la~yuuye. 
Theorem 1.2 (Kleene [lo]). Let A he N finite alphabet. A lunyuuyr L G A * is rutional 
gf it is rrco~/ni;ah/r. 
Kleene’s Theorem does not hold for monoids in general. For example, in N ’ the set 
(1, l)‘3 is rational but is not recognizable. 
An important concept in the study of recognizable languages is that of “variety”, 
which allows us to classify languages by the algebraic complexity of the monoids 
recognizing them. The reader is referred to 14, 1 2. 181 for an introduction to the 
theory of varieties. 
A rarict_r ~j’monoitl~s i  a class of monoids which is closed under division and finite 
direct product. For example, the set of tinitc monoids which contain no nontrivial 
groups is a variety, called the variety of upriodic monoids, denoted as A. The set of all 
finite groups is also a variety, denoted as G. We will use M to denote the variety 
consisting of all finite monoids. 
With each variety of monoids V. and each alphabet A. is associated the set A * Y of 
languages over the alphabet A recognized by monoids in V. 
We also mention for future use a well-known (see e.g. [Xl) theorem called the 
pumping theorem on rational languages. 
In this section we define the logical theories which are studied in this paper. 
The,first-ordrr motlulur thror~~ of <. which we denote by T/I, + ,,tod[ ~1, is the set of 
formulas obtained from 
l variables .~i, x,. .x3. . . . . 
l the less-than predicate <; 
l Boolean connectives A. v, -i ; 
l quantifiers 3, and 3; for (13 I, 0 <p <q. 
The variables arc interpreted as natural numbers. Thus, the binary predicate < has 
its usual meaning. as does the quantifier 3. The quantifiers 3: were introduced by 
Straubing et al. [I91 in order to give a logical characterization of the languages 
recognized by solvable monoids. The formula 3,Prqj(.~) is true iff the number n of 
natural numbers i. such that (1) is true when WC replace .Y by i. is congruent to 
p modulo y. Note that this makes sense only if II is finite, which is always the case when 
formulas (with Q(, predicates) are interpreted over words (i.e. II is bounded above by 
the length of the word). In order to solve this problem. we will impose in our formulas 
that each quantified variable be bounded above by a free variable. We could also 
simply define 3f;rb( .u) to be true (or false) when the number of x satisfying 4(s) is 
infinite. This would not change any of our results. 
A vector VEFY~ is said to satisfy a formula ~J(.Y,. ..Y~), where the .~i are free 
variables, if CJ~ is true when we replace .Yi by ri for ic[k]. So. a formula in Tb, + nlod[ <] 
with I, free variables defines a subset of PLI~ is a natural way. 
Example 1.4. The formula ~~J’[J.<.Y~ A ~(.Y~<s,)] defines the subset 
(1, I)+(2 1)“+(0. l)3 of R&,‘. 
Two formulas are said to be equident if they define the same subset of N k. The set 
of subsets of Nk definable by formulas in the first-order modular theory of < are 
denoted by Th,+,,,[<](Nk). 
In Th 1 +mod[ <] the subscript “1” is used to denote the usual first-order theory and 
the subscript “mod” is used to denote the use of the special “modular” quantifiers. We 
will also use the notation Th, [ <] and Thmod[ <] for the obvious restrictions. 
Let S : N + N be the successor function defined by S(x) = x + 1. Given n 30, we 
also use S” to mean n applications of S. The ,first-order theory of S and =, denoted 
Th,[S, =], is the set of formulas obtained from the above definition of Th,[<] 
in which, instead of using the predicate <, we use the function S and the predicate =. 
Let lilt.q be the congruence on N defined by i yt. y j iff i < t implies i =j, and i 3 t 
implies j 3 t and i rj(mod q). 
The language of congruence urithmetic, denoted as _Y’%_d, is the set of formulas 
obtained from 
l variables .x1, x2, x3, . . . . 
l unary predicates C,,.,,, for t>O, q3 1 and O<p<t+q; 
l binary predicates: D,, 1. 4 for t30,931 and Odp<t+q; 
0 logical connectives: A, v , 1. 
The predicate C,, ,, y( s) is true iff s 7,. 4 n and the predicate D,,. f. y( x, y ) is true iff x > J 
and C s.t,q(+~‘- 1). Fo rmulas (with k free variables) in the language of congruence 
arithmetic also define subsets of N k in a natural way. For example, the subset of N 2 in 
Example 1.4 is defined by the formula C,.0,2(x1) A ~D0,0,1(.~,.x2). The set of 
subsets of Nk definable by formulas in the language of congruence arithmetic are 
denoted by 5% .cJ ( N k). 
We use Y’;OK.o/, and Y%.n/ mod to denote the restrictions of 959& when 4 is fixed to 
1 and t is fixed to 0, respectively. 
2. Quantifier elimination 
The main motivation behind the study of the class of subsets of N k definable in the 
language of congruence arithmetic comes from the study of the fine structure of the 
parallel complexity class ACC’. 
A k-ary predicate R on the variables x1, . . . , Y is said to be numerical if it defines k 
a subset of Nk. For example, the unary predicate PRIME, defining the set of prime 
numbers, is numerical. So is the predicate PLUS(x,, x2, x3) which is defined by the 
equation .x1 +.u, =.x3. Given a class % of numerical predicates, let Th, +mod[%, QA] 
denote the set of first-order modular formulas which use numerical predicates in 
% and the letter predicates Qa for UEA. Formulas in this theory define languages of A * 
in a natural way. We will denote by Th, +mod [%, QA] (A *) the set of languages which 
can be defined by formulas in this theory. 
Let %-nll be the class of all numerical predicates of arbitrary arity. Barrington et al. 
[l] showed that Thlimod [Enll, QA]( A*) is exactly the class of languages of A * 
accepted by ACC” circuits. Furthermore, for all known subclasses of ACC” if any two 
can be separated then they can be separated by ;t recognirable language [ 13, 171. 
Therefore. we would like to characterize the class of recognizable languages accepted 
by circuits in each of the subclasses of ACC”. A partial result in this direction is given 
by Theorem 2.1. 
In fact, given a class ‘6 of numerical predicates. one can show that formulas in 
T/l , +, w,,, I'" '3 Q ,I. 7‘11, I’6 ‘. Q $1 ami T/I,,,,,,, [‘6 ‘. Q,,] define exactly the classes of lan- 
puagcs recogniLablc by solvable monoids. aperiodic monoids and solvable groups. 
when % ’ contains < and is contained in the %. ‘6 , and %,,,,_, of Theorem 3.1. 
respectively. 
This result allows us to show ;I thcorcm of quantifier elimination for each of the 
above logical theories. 
Theorem 2.2. (a) T/I, [ < ] = T/I , + ,,,<,,,[ <] = !!‘% .r/ , +,,i,,c,. 
(b) T/I,[<]= !I'% r/,. 
(c) Tk,,,,,, [ < 1 = Y”L -‘/m,. 
Proof. It is easy to construct formulas in T/I, ( ,,,(,(, [ <] which detine the same prcdi- 
cates as C’,,, , ‘I and II,,, ,, ,,. So. an> formula in Y%.rJ is logically equivalent to a formula 
in T/I , +,,,g,d[ <I. The class % of Theorem 2.3(b) must contain all predicates definable in 
111 , +,,,,,(,I <] because of itx maximality. So. from this theorem any formula in 
Th , +,,,,,(,[ <] must be equivalent to a formula in Y%.c/. 
The other cases arc similar. 
Note that this is a theorem of existence and has nothing to do with quantifiel 
elimination in Presburger formulas. 
3. A characterization of Y’% .r/ ( b “) 
In this section WC gi\;c the characterizations of the subsets of N * which arc dctined 
by formulas in the language of congrucncc arithmetic and its t\vo restrictions !!‘Y.r/, 
and Y/‘%-4,,,~,~,. Each characterization is obtained from a restriction of the semi-simple 
sets. 
A strict-orderiny,f~rmula p on the variables x1,. . , xk is a formula of the form 
where 0: [k]-[ k] is a permutation, and each c’, is either an = or a <. We will 
consider only the equivalence classes of strict-ordering formulas. Given a subset 
X 5 kJk and a strict-ordering formula ij on the variables x, , . . . , xk, we denote 
X, = ( u 1 u satisfies p ). 
The runk of a strict-ordering formula p [denoted as rk(p)] is the number of < plus 
one. The formula i) partitions the set [k] into disjoint subsets II, , Irkfp, such that 
PE~J~ satisfies L’ iffi, i’~1~ implies ri= ri,, and igIj. ~‘EZ~, andj< .i’ implies L‘~<z’~,. There 
is a bijection between partitionings of the above form and partial-ordering formulas. 
Given a partitioning of [k] into II. , II, we denote 1; =Uf,=jlj forjfz[I]. Note 
that !/cl/_,c...clI. 
Let E = ( el, , ek) be the natural base of N ‘. If I c [ k], then e, denotes Iis1 ei. 
A subset of FV 
d(P) 
x=u+ c (qjr,;)? 
j= 1 
where UE FS k. qj30 is said to be base-simplr if u satisfies a strict-ordering formula 
p whose associated partitioning of [k] is I,, . , Irkt,,,. A base-simple set is simple, so 
base-simple sets are a restriction of simple sets. 
Example 3.1. The set X = (0, 1. 1. 2, 2) + (0, 2, 2, 2, 2) @ + (0, 0, 0, 3. 3) @ is base-simple. 
A finite disjoint union of base-simple sets is said to be semi-base-simple. The set of 
base-simple subsets of kJ’ is denoted by BS( kJi”) and the semi-base-simple subsets of 
FUk by SBS(kIk). 
We also define two restrictions of semi-base-simple sets. We denote by 
l BSI (N k, the set of base-simple subsets of Nk where in the definition each qj~{O, 1:; 
and 
l BS,,d( kJ k, the set of base-simple subsets of Nk where in the definition each qj> 1; 
O<ui<y, for each REIN. and O<U-u,,- 1 <qj for each 1 <j<rk(p), ic1, and 
i’Elj_ 1. 
SBSl (N k, (SBS,,,J k4 li 1) denotes the subsets of F&J’ which are finite disjoint unions of 
sets in BS1( FUk) (SS,n,,( kJk)). 
Lemma 3.2. Let Xc Nk he (I semi-base-simple set urd let 130. Then the set 
X x N ’ C N k + ’ is senzi-husr-simple. 
Proof (By inductiorz cm /). If I=O. then the result is trivially true. Suppose /> 1. By 
the induction hypothesis. the set X x RJ’ ’ G N“” ’ is semi-base-simple. We may 
supposc that 
is base-simple, with 11 being its strict-ordering formula. Then it suffices to show that 
X x F%\,. is semi-base simple, where i)’ is a strict-ordering formula on the variables 
I,. . _xh _ , obtained from /j. Let J,. . .I,, ,,,, ,, be the partitioning associated with 11’. 
If rk( [J’)=Vk(p). then _I~, ,=_Y~ in 0’ for some i~[k +/- 11. Let [I’=( U. ui): we then 
n/1(“, 
(Xx N’),, =7r’+ c (l/./C,.)‘-)’ 
,=1 
Othcr\\.isc. vk(~~‘)=rl\(/~)+ I. Let,j’E[vk(ij’)] be such that J,, = j/i+/). Then fat 
I <j< j’ we set q;=qi (if,j’=I,+/, then we set q ;+,= I). and for,j’<,j<k+/ we set 
(/;=(I; ,. Ifi’=O.thensct~r ‘=( II, 0): otherwise. let ~EJ,+ 1 and set II’ =( II. Iii). We then 
ha\ c 
Note that the above lemma remains true if we replace “semi-base-simple” by SBS, 
or S&,,,,,I. 
Theorem 3.3. (a) S~!!‘%.d(k”) ~~~‘A’ESBS(W~). 
(b) XE!P~.-‘/,(%‘) ~~~‘.YESBS,(N”). 
(c) .YE y”%.r/ ,),, <,( N“) jf/‘.YrSBS ,,,,) d( kJh). 
Proof. The inclusion SBS( k “)G Y’i(.rJ( h “) is straightforward. So. we go on to show 
that Yx.c/( R,“)cSBS( PUA). 
WC first verify that atomic formulas define semi-base-simple sets: 
the formula if gives the semi-base-simple set 
C’ ,I.,.‘,(-~,) r?<t + IlC’, + 1 c’p 
iri 
Note that these sets are semi-base-simple by Lemma 3.2. 
Note also that 1 C,.,, q( xi) = Vm + ,, Cm. t, q( -xi), with the union being disjoint, 
7Dn,r.q(xi~Xj)=VmZnD m. f.q(-Yi, xj) v ( si 6 xj)3 and the set defined by xi~xj is 
(1, l)@u(O, l)+(O, l)@+(l, l)@, which is semi-base-simple. So, the negation of an 
atomic formula also defines a semi-base-simple set. 
We may suppose that the formulas in Y%.d are in conjunctive normal form. If 
4 and $ are atomic or negated atomic formulas, then 
~v~=(~~~~)v(~~\)v(~~~li/x (1) 
where the sets defined by (4 A l$), (4 A $), and (1 C#J A $) are disjoint. Thus, 
generalizing Eq. (1) to more than two formulas shows that any formula is equivalent 
to an intersection of disjoint unions of intersections of atomic or negated atomic 
formulas. So, the proof of YK.w’( FV “) G SBS( N “) follows from the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Each of‘the classes of‘sets SBS( N k), SBSl ( N k, and SBS,,d( N k, is closed 
under intersection of‘ sets. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. It suffices to consider the case where X and Y are both 
base-simple sets. Let px and py be their associated strict ordering formulas. If px A py 
is a contradiction, then XnY=$. Otherwise, px and py are equivalent; denote by 
p this strict-ordering formula. We then have 
Q7(P) r9hJ1 
X=U+ 1 (Pjef;Iol 
j=l 
Y=V+ 1 (qje,;)“. 
j= 1 
Suppose that XnY#$, and let w be its minimal element under the natural order 
< (defined by r6.s iff ridsi for each i~[k]). Since udw, o<w and WGXAY, it follows 
that 
*9(p) 
Xn Y=w+ C (lCm(pj, qj)e,t)‘, 
j=l 
, 
which is base simple. 
Now if X, YESB,( kJk), then lcm(pj, qj)E{O, 1) and, therefore, Xn YESB,( N k). If 
X, YESB,,~( FU”), then Icm(pj, qj)3 1. Let iEl,; then +vi s the minimal solution to the 
equation Ui+plx=oi+q,~. Since Ui<p, and ci<q,, it follows that wi<Icm(p,, 41). 
We show in the same way that for each iEIj and i’Elj_ 1, wi - wi. - 1 < lcm (pj, qj). We 
thus have Xn YESB,,d( N k). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (conclusion). Observe that subsets of fVk defined by atomic 
formulas of the form C,,,, 1 (xi) and D,,,, 1 (Xi, Xj) are, in fact, in BSI (N k). SO, 
P’%&‘r ( N k)s SBS, ( N “). And subsets of N k defined by atomic formulas of the form 
C n. ~,~(xi) and D”.o.~(x~, Xj) are in BS,,d (N k). Also, note that the subset defined by 
.xi < ,xj also belongs to BSmod( N k). It follows that 5%~&,,,,,,( N k)~ SBS,,d( kJ “). 0 
From Theorem 2.2 we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.5. (a) 777, [ <] ( N’) = 7‘11, + ,,,(,,,[ <J ( N ‘) = SBS( bJh ). 
(b) TII,[<](~~)=SBS,(N’). 
(c) Th?,,,d [<I ( N k ) = SBS ,,I, )‘,( FJ k ). 
4. Some properties of semi-base-simple sets 
In this section we give a few properties of semi-base-simple sets. From Theorem 3.3 
we deduce the following corollary. 
Proof. (a) The set (3. 0. . 0) + (2. 0. . 0) ‘+’ is recognizable and does not belong to 
SBS, ( N “)uSU.s,,,,,,,( N” ). 
(b) The set (I. , I )“‘ is in SBS, ( N” )nSBS ,,,,,‘, ( N”) but is not recognizable. 
(c) (3 . . . . . ?)+(I . . . . I)~ESBS,(~.:“) SBS,,,,,,,(kA): ;I nd (1. . I)+(?, .__. 2)‘i’E 
SBS,,,,,,,( N “) SBS, ( N A ). 
(d) The inclusion follows from the detinitions. It is proper becaube the intersection 
of the sets in (c) is in SBS( k ‘) and not in SHS, (h ‘) or in SBS,,,,,,,( N ‘). 
(e) The inclusion follows from the definition of semi-base simple sets and from the 
fact that a subset of r*d A .. IS recognkable itl’ it is ;I finite union of direct products of 
^I ,,,q classes. It is proper by (a). 
(f) The inclusion follows from the definition of semi-base simple sets. The fact that 
it is proper is given by the set ( I. . I. 1) $. Let R ( .Y 1 , . _xA) be the predicate defining 
this set. Consider the formula 
(i,:=3_x I.._ 3.YA[R( ,- ,,..,. \-A) A Q,,(-y, ) A .‘. A Q,,(.yA ,] 
If the language L,, defined by this formula were rational. then the language 
L=L 4 nrrtr*ha*h= (d’+1hrr”h~t7rN~ would also bc rational. But L violates the 
pumping theorem for rational languages. So. R ( .Y , . .._. .A-,) cannot be defined in the 
theory of first-order modular logic. The proof follows from Theorems 2.2 and 3.3. 
Note that for I; = I \ve have Rcc( h ) = Rtrt( Pi ) 
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5. The first-order theory of the successor function 
In this section we give a characterization of the subsets of N k which are defined by 
formulas in the first-order theory of S and =. 
This theory is weaker than the first-order theory of <. So, the subsets of N k defined 
by formulas in T/I, [S, =] will be a restriction of SBSI(Nk). 
We define SBSs.= (N ‘) to be the subsets of Nk of the form X = u:= 1 X,, with the 
union being disjoint and such that the X,Y~BS,( Nk) satisfy the following condition. 
Let 
VIP) 
X,=u+ 1 (cq)@, 
j= 1 
then for each permutation (T: [rk(p)]-+[rk(p)] such that q,=O implies a( j)=j, there 
is an s,~[t] such that 
C/(P) 
where I ~cj,=ujg~~cj,Ij,,q,=o’ pl’ Irn les ui = lli for each iE1, , and for j 3 1, qj = 0 implies 
u~-u~.=v~-~~, for each iEIj and i’Elj_1. 
Lemma 5.1. Let XESBS,,=(N~) mu let 120. Then Xx FU’ESBS~,=(N’+‘). 
Proof. We simply need to take the proof of Lemma 3.2 verifying that the set we obtain 
is in SBSs,= This is clear because the strict-ordering formulas p’ are obtained by 
inserting in every possible way the variable sk+ , in the formula p. 0 
Theorem 5.2. A subset of‘ N ’ is dc$ned hot n fiwmulu in Th, [S, =] ifl it belongs to 
SBSs.=( Nk). 
Proof. We first show that atomic and negated atomic formulas in Thl [S, =] define 
subsets m SBSs, = ( N k): 
the formula 
sno=sj 
l(S”O=Si) 
Si= S”Sj 
1 (xi=s”xj) 
gives the set in SBSs, = 
+ u rnei+ 1 Cl@ 
O<rn<ll Ifi 
U(H+l)ei+ C e? 
JG[kl 
+ rwi+et~Ii+ 1 e? 
f#i.j 
--+ U fflPi+f!,fjl+ 1 ey 
1 sm<n f#i.j 
U(t7+ l)~i+~~+e~j~+ 1 ey 
1gi.j 
These sets belong to .SB.Ss, ( hh 1 by Lemma 5. I. 
Any formula in T/I, [S. =] is equivalent to ;I quantifier-free formula in 771, [S. =, O] 
and by Eq. (I). any such formula can be written as an intersection of disjoint 
unions of intersections of atomic or negated atomic formulas. So, the inclusion 
T/I, [S. =] ( N ’ ) c SBSs. _ ( RA ‘) follows from Lemma 5.3. 
Proof. Let .I’ = ‘d ;, , .Y,, and I.= u i,_ , I“, be sets belonging to SBSs,_ ( Nk). Let 
/IE[.\] and qt[ r] Lvith 
r-c,,,‘, “,(I’1 
x,,=tr+ c (/‘,‘,.lCi. 
,rI 
Y‘,=r+ 1 (yif’,;)‘? 
,=I 
and such that .Y,,n l’,,#Q. Then from Lemma 3.4, wc have 
Furthermore. we deduce from the choice of \I‘ that lcm(q,. p, )=O implies \v,=u~=L‘~ 
for each ill, . and for i 3 1. Icm( pi. yi) = 0 implies \t‘, ~ 1\‘,, = 14~ - lli, = vi - vi, for each 
ill, and I’ll, ~, 
Let ri: [jy(~)]+[r.(/(/~)] be ;I permutation such that Icm(/Jj. r/$=0 implies a(,i)=,i, 
Then there exist /I,,E[.\] and q,,~[r] with 
“(l,‘, r‘, (I’ I 
,Y,, =ir’+ 1 (I’,“,;,,,)“. 
” 
i 1 
l’(,n=L”+ c (c/jr,;,,,)“. 
1’1 
Furthermore. by definition [J, =O implies u:=u~ for ill,: for i2 I. [1,=0 implies 
II:-u;,=u-II,, for each ills and ~‘EI,_ ,. and similarly with I‘ and I.‘. It follows that 
“‘,I,‘, 
.Y,&” l’<,” = L\.’ + 1 (Icm(p,. cli)cq;,,,)‘+’ 
j- I 
such that kni(/~, . q, )=(I implies I(‘: = \\‘i for each ill,: for,i> I, Icm(P,i, yj)=O implies 
R.;-u.; =\I‘,-\\‘~’ for each igli and ~‘EI,_, This implies Xn YESBS,,=( Nk). I I 
WC now show the right-to-left implication. Suppose that k-2. Consider the 
following sets and the formulas that define them (here we suppose that II, <II? and 
1’2 < 1.1 ): 
181 
the set 
U 
U$(O, l)@ 
u+(l, l)@ 
is defined by the formula 
-+ Y =S”‘O A s2=su20 1 
-i Y =S”‘O A 1 
( /j 1 (x2 = 90) 0S j<trl ) 
+ ( /j 1(.x, =SjO) A 0< j<tr, 1 
u+(O,l)@+(l, I)@ + 
( 
A ?(rZ=Sj.YI) A 
O$j<ur-u> j 
uc+(l, o)@+(l, I)@ 
( 
A 1 (.Yi =S’.u*) 
0s i<r.1-,.2 ! 
If XESBS~.= (N 2), then X is a disjoint union of sets of the above form (modulo the 
orderings u,<u2 and P~<c,). So, SBSs,,(N2)~Th1[S, =](N’). 
The extension from the case k=2 is tedious but straightforward. 0 
We also deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.4. SBSs. = ( N k, is u Booleun ulgehru (oprmtiotu: uniotl ml mt~pletnet~t). 
Theorem 5.5. For each k 3 2 SBSs. = ( N k, c SBSl( N k). 
Proof. The set (0 ,..., 0, l)+(O ,..., 0, l)@+(l,..., I)@ is in SBS1(Nk) but not in 
SBS,,=( N k). 0 
6. Conclusion 
We have shown that formulas in the first-order modular theory of symbolic logic 
without any Qa predicates define exactly the class of semi-base-simple subsets of N k. 
We believe that this class will play an important role in characterizing the rational 
languages in the different subclasses of ACCO. 
Let +Zlcu denote the class of predicates definable in the language of congruence 
arithmetic, and recall that gall is the class of all numerical predicates of arbitrary arity. 
A solution to this conjecture would solve most open questions about the parallel 
complexity class ACC”. One can show that this conjecture is true for existential 
formulas (see [ 171). Furthermore. one can decide if a rational subset of N’ is definable 
in each of the lo&s considered in this paper (see [16. 171). 
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